Abstract. We show that the restriction to square-free numbers of the representation function attached to a norm form does not correlate with nilsequences. By combining this result with previous work of Browning and the author, we obtain an application that is used in recent work of Harpaz and Wittenberg on the fibration method for rational points.
Introduction
Let K 1 , . . . , K r be finite extensions of Q of degree at least 2 and let n 1 , . . . , n r 2 denote their respective degrees. For each 1 i r let {ω where s 2 and f 1 , . . . , f r ∈ Z[u 1 , . . . , u s ] are pairwise non-proportional linear forms. This weak approximation result is deduced from an asymptotic formula for the number of (suitably restricted) integral points on X (see [1, Theorem 5.2 
]).
Our aim here is to develop refinements of both, [1, Theorem 5.2] and the weak approximation result, that allow one to deduce the linear case of a conjecture due to Harpaz and Wittenberg [8] (see [8, §9] for details). Building on this linear case, they establish the following very strong fibration theorem for the existence of rational points.
Theorem (Harpaz-Wittenberg [8] , Theorem 9.27). Let X be a smooth, proper, irreducible variety over Q and let f : X → P 1 Q be a dominant morphism, with rationally connected geometric generic fiber. Suppose further that all non-split fibers lie over rational points of P The results we discuss here analyse instead of (1.1) the following system of equations:
2)
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where µ denotes the Möbius function. Note that counting integral solutions to this system is a question concerning the representation of square-free integers by norm forms.
The weak approximation type result relevant to [8] is the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let K 1 , . . . , K r be finite extensions of Q of degree at least 2. Let f 1 , . . . , f r ∈ Z[u 1 , . . . , u s ] be pairwise non-proportional linear forms. Let S be a finite set of primes that contains all primes p C for some constant C only depending on f 1 , . . . , f r and K 1 , . . . , K r . Let u ∈ Z s be a vector such that f i (u) is non-zero and a local integral norm from K i at all places of S and also at the real place. Then there exists a vector u ′ ∈ Z s such that (1) u ′ is arbitrarily close to u at the places of S; (2) u ′ belongs to any given open convex cone of R s which contains u; (3) f i (u ′ ) is 'square-free outside of S' in the sense that v p (f i (u)) 2 only if p ∈ S, and f i (u ′ ) is the norm of an integral element of K i , for all i.
Just as in the case of the weak approximation result from [1] , this result is a corollary to an asymptotic formula for the number of (suitably restricted) integral solutions to (1.2) which we state as Theorem 1.3 below. The deduction of Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 1.3 will be carried out in Section 2. In order to state Theorem 1.3, we proceed by introducing a square-free representation function for any given norm form N K associated to a field extension K/Q of degree n 2.
Let {ω 1 , . . . , ω n } denote the basis with respect to which N K is defined. As in [1, §2] , we let D + ⊂ R n denote a fundamental domain for the equivalence relation that identifies two vectors x and y if and only if x 1 ω 1 + · · · + x n ω n and y 1 ω 1 + · · · + y n ω n are associated by a unit of positive norm. Define the representation function R : Z → Z 0 by setting
for any m ∈ Z. This is a special case of the representation functions considered in [1, Definition 5.1] . Here, we will be interested in the following restrictions of R. Definition 1.2. Let R be the function defined in (1.3), and let S be a finite set of primes. Then we let R * S : Z → Z 0 denote the restriction of R to integers m that are square-free outside S. That is, we define for any q ∈ N and A ∈ Z/qZ.
With this notation, the following result is the asymptotic result for R * S that corresponds to [1, Theorem 5.2] . Theorem 1.3. Let K 1 , . . . , K r be finite extensions of Q of degree at least 2 and let n 1 , . . . , n r denote their respective degrees. Let S 1 , . . . , S r be finite sets of primes. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, let R i be the representation function of a norm form associated to K i /Q, and let R * i := R * i S i denote its restriction to integers that are square-free outside S i . Let
s be a convex body. Further, suppose that f 1 , . . . , f r ∈ Z[u 1 , . . . , u s ] are pairwise non-proportional linear forms and assume that |f i (K)| 1, for 1 i r. Given any modulus q ∈ N and a vector a ∈ (Z/qZ) s such that v p (f i (a)) < v p (q) for all p ∈ S i and i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, we then have
where
and
for each prime p. Furthermore, the product p β p is absolutely convergent.
Remark. In all of this work, R * S could be replaced by the more general representation function that arises from replacing R by a function R(X, M, b) as defined in [1, Definition 5.1] . This would allow one to prove a weak approximation result that does not only take the variables u from (1.2) into account, but also the variables x i . While working with a general function R(X, M, b) requires essentially no additional work, we decided to restrict ourselves here to the special case of (1.3) for reasons of notational simplicity.
The proof of [1, Theorem 5.2] uses the methods that were introduced in Green-Tao [3] , and as such the two main steps in the proof are the construction of a family of pseudorandom majorants for a W -tricked version of the function R and the proof that this new function is orthogonal to nilsequences. The pseudo-random majorants constructed in [1] for the R-function are in fact pseudo-random majorants for the W -tricked version of R its square-free version. Both, Section 3 and Section 4 contain technical lemmas needed in the proof of Theorem 1.4 in Section 5.
The statement of Theorem 1.4 requires a 'W -trick'. In contrast to the case of R handled in [1] , there is a lot of flexibility in the choice of the W -trick here, as the exceptionally large values of R, which where problematic, occur at integers that are not square-free. Given any integer T > 0, let w(T ) = log log T and set
Taking T sufficiently large allows us to assume that any given finite set S of primes is contained in the set of primes less than w(T ) and moreover that q|W (T ) for any given integer q. Given a representation function R * S and any integer T > 0, we define the following set of 'unexceptional' residues:
With the exception of integers that are divisible to a large order by some prime p from S, the support of R * S is contained in the set of numbers whose residues modulo W (T ) belong to A (R * S , T ). Since S is finite, we can avoid the exceptional set by fixing the Spart p∈S m vp(m) of integers m under consideration and taking T sufficiently large so that
With the W -trick in place, we are now ready to reveal the main result of this paper, which states that the W -tricked version of R * S is orthogonal to nilsequences. Theorem 1.4. Let G/Γ be a nilmanifold of dimension m G 1, let G • be a filtration of G of degree ℓ 1, and let g ∈ poly(Z, G • ) be a polynomial sequence. Suppose that G/Γ has a Q-rational Mal'cev basis X for some Q 2, defining a metric d X on G/Γ. Suppose that
for any E > 0.
General remarks. We assume familiarity with [1] throughout this paper. The ideas and proofs that we present in Sections 2 and 5 are very closely related to the material from [1] . The main new observation is the fact that these ideas can be made to work in the case of the square-free representation function by means of the new technical lemmas we prove in Sections 3 and 4.
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2. Local factors and the deduction of Theorem 1.1
The aim of this section is to deduce Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 1.3. This deduction partially relies on the following proposition, which asymptotically evaluates the local factors from Theorem 1.3. Note that this proposition implies the final part of Theorem 1.3, namely that the product of local factors is absolutely convergent. (1)
Proof. For every prime p let 
(We observe that [1, eq. (5.6)] continues to hold for p ∤ q when L is defined as above.) Thus, it remains to show that
for all primes p and i ∈ {1, . . . , r}. By [1, Lemma 4.5] , there is C > 0 such that
for each 1 i r.
We are now in the position to prove Theorem 1.1. The proof below is similar to that given in [1, §5.3] , but significantly easier, since we only consider weak approximation in the variables u and not in the variables x i .
Proof of Theorem 1.1 assuming Theorem 1.3. First of all, we may assume that S contains all primes p L ′ , where L ′ is given by Proposition 2.1 above. For 1 i r let R i be the representation function of some norm form N K i and let R * i be its restriction to integers m that are square-free outside S. Then it suffices to show that, given any ε > 0, there exists a vector u ′ ∈ Z s such that
For every ε > 0 there is an integer Q composed of primes from S such that condition (1) is implied by the congruence
and such that v p (Q) > f i (u) for every p ∈ S. Further, let
and note that whenever T > 0 and u ′ ∈ T K(u; ε), then the second condition is satisfied. Thus it is enough to show that
for some value of T > 0. Theorem 1.3 implies that
where ǫ i = sign f i (u). Hence, the result follows by taking T sufficiently large, provided we can show that the product of local factors on the right hand side is positive. To see this, first note that every factor κ
1} is positive since f i (u) = 0 is a local norm from K i at the real place. Indeed, there is a vector
< 1} for every sufficiently small t > 0. By continuity of N K i , the above set is open and has positive volume since it is non-empty.
Since f i (u) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, the open set
By Proposition 2.1, we have p ∈S β p > 0, so that it remains to check that β p > 0 whenever p ∈ S. We proceed as in [1, §5.3 
]:
Let p be any element from S and recall that for 1 i r there is an integral element
which completes the proof.
R * S in arithmetic progressions
This section contains two lemmas about the mean value of R * S in arithmetic progressions. These will be required in the proof of Theorem 1.4 in Section 5.
Lemma 3.1. Let S be a finite set of primes and let R * S be the corresponding restriction of a the representation function. Let N and q be positive integers such that p|q for every prime p < w(N) and such that v p (q) = 1 for all p ∈ S. Suppose further that A ∈ {1, . . . , q} is an integer such that 0 v p (A) 1 whenever p|q and p ∈ S. Let ǫ ∈ {±} and let κ ǫ be the constant that appears in [1, Lemma 6.1]. Then, provided N is sufficiently large,
Proof. We shall deduce this result from [1, Lemma 6.1], which states that
for any positive integer q ′ , any A ′ ∈ Z and ǫ ∈ {±}. Since
If d is sufficiently small, then the inner sum may be evaluated by means of (3.2). Together with the Chinese remainder theorem we obtain
We aim to extend the summation in d to all positive integers that are co-prime to q. By [1, Lemma 4.5], there is C > 0 such that
Cm n for all primes p and positive integers m. Hence,
Since d has no prime divisor p < w(N), we furthermore have ω(d)
Thus, for any ε > 0 there is N(ε) such that
whenever N is sufficiently large. In order to bound the tail of the summation in d from (3.3), we consider a fixed squarefree integer d with gcd(d, q) = 1 and let d = p 1 . . . p k be its prime factorisation. Invoking the bound R(m) ≪ τ (m)
n which follows from [1, Lemma 8.1 and (2.10)], we have
Thus, for any C 0 > 2 we have
Combining this estimate for C 0 = 10n with (3.4) and (3.6) completes the proof.
Our next aim is to establish the 'major arc estimate' that is required in order to deduce Theorem 1.4 from a non-correlation estimate that only involves sufficiently equidistributed polynomial nilsequences. The following lemma corresponds to [1, Lemma 6.2] and shows that the W -tricked version of R * S has constant average values on certain subprogressions. Recall the definition of A (R * S , T ) from (1.5). Lemma 3.2 (Major arc estimate). Let ǫ ∈ {±} and let N > 0 be an integer. Suppose A ∈ A (R * S , N) and let q 0 be a w(N)-smooth number. Let x, x ′ ∈ Z >0 be parameters that satisfy x ≍ x ′ . Then
for all integers q 1 and all sufficiently large N.
Proof. We shall employ the lifting result [1, Lemma 3.4], which in our context states the following. Let m 1, A ′ = 0 and assume that
Then we have
Since the definition of A (R * S , N) guarantees that all of the above assumptions are satisfied, we deduce that
The lemma now follows from an application of Lemma 3.1 to each of the two sums over R * S from the statement, combined with an application of the identity (3.9).
Polynomial subsequences of multiparameter nilsequences
In this section we recall some of the background on equidistribution of multiparameter polynomial nilsequences and prove several technical results that analyse to what extent equidistribution properties are preserved when passing to certain subsequences or families of subsequences.
Throughout what follows, [x] denotes the set of integers {1, . . . , ⌊x⌋}. We shall be working with the quantitative notion of equidistribution that was introduced by Green and Tao in [4, Def. 8.5]:
Definition 4.1 (Quantitative equidistribution). Let G/Γ be a nilmanifold equipped with Haar measure and let δ > 0. A finite sequence
It is said to be totally δ-equidistributed if moreover
for all Lipschitz functions F : G/Γ → C and for all collections of arithmetic progressions
The most relevant measure in the analysis of quantitative equidistribution of polynomial sequences are the smoothness norms. These, too, were introduced in [4] ; see also [6] .
Definition 4.2 (Smoothness norms). Let
Finally, recall that a continuous additive homomorphism η : G → R/Z is called a horizontal character if it annihilates Γ. The equidistribution properties of multiparameter nilsequences can be analysed through horizontal characters on G/Γ via a theorem of Green and Tao, [4, Theorem 8.6 ], which we state below. See [6] for a proof. -rational Mal'cev basis X adapted to some filtration G • of degree ℓ, and that g ∈ poly(
In the case of polynomial nilsequences, the quantitative notions of equidistribution and total equidistribution are equivalent, with polynomial dependence in the equidistribution parameter. The following lemma handles the non-trivial direction of this equivalence. Let E > C and let g ∈ poly(Z t , G • ). Suppose that the finite sequence
Proof. This is a rather straightforward generalisation of the computation carried out in the proof of [11, Lemma 6.2] .
We note aside that the factorisation theorem for nilsequences [4, Theorem 1.19] will allow us to assume that E is sufficiently large for the condition E > C of the above lemma to be satisfied at all instances we will make use of it.
The multiparameter nilsequences that will be most relevant to the proof of Theorem 1.4 are those that arise as the composition g • P of a polynomial P ∈ Z[X 1 , . . . , X t ] and a one-parameter nilsequence g. -rational Mal'cev basis X adapted to some filtration G • of degree ℓ. Let P ∈ Z[X 1 , . . . , X t ] be a homogeneous polynomial of degree t with bounded coefficients. Then there is a constant 1 C ≪ t,ℓ 1 such that the following holds.
Let E > C and let g ∈ poly(
is totally δ(N) E/C -equidistributed whenever N is sufficiently large.
Proof. In order to apply Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.3 to the sequence (g(P (n))) n∈Z t , we require first of all a filtration G ′
• with respect to which (g(P (n))) n∈Z t is a polynomial sequence. It follows from [4, Lemma 6.7 ] that g has a representation of the form g(n) = a
where a 1 , . . . , a k ∈ G and where P 1 , . . . , P k ∈ Z[X] are polynomials of degree at most ℓ. Thus, g(P (n)) = a
Then it is immediate (c.f. the discussion following Lemma 6.7 in [4] ) that (a [4] for a different proof), the set poly(G ′ • , Z t ) forms a group. Thus it follows that (g(P (n))) n∈Z t ∈ poly(Z t , G We are now in the position to start with the proof of the lemma. Suppose B 1 and that (g(P (n 1 . . . , n t )Γ)) (n 1 ...,nt)∈[N 1/t ] t fails to be totally δ(N) B -equidistributed. Then, by Lemma 4.4 there is a constant 1 C 1 ≪ ℓ,m 1 such that the above sequence also fails to be δ(N) C 1 B -equidistributed. Thus,
Theorem 4.3 implies that there is a non-trivial horizontal character
Let γ be the least common multiple of all non-zero coefficients γ (j) i 1 ,...,it and observe that γ ≪ ℓ,m,t 1. Since δ(x) −T ≪ T x, we have
whenever i 1 + · · · + i t = tj and 1 j ℓ. Hence, provided N is sufficiently large, we have Aβ j γ (j) i 1 ,...,it = A β j γ (j) i 1 ,...,it for any positive real A ≪ ℓ,t,m 1. In particular, we have β j γ ≪ ℓ,t,m β j γ (j) i 1 ,...,it whenever γ (j) i 1 ,...,it is non-zero. Since for every j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} at least one of the coefficients γ (j) i 1 ,...,it of P j is non-zero, the above and (4.1) imply that
provided N is sufficiently large. Since γη is a non-trivial horizontal character of modulus |γη| ≪ δ −O ℓ,m,t (B) , we deduce that (cf. [10, Propositions 14.2 and 14.3]) there is a constant C 2 ≍ ℓ,m,t 1 such that (g(n)Γ) n N fails to be totally δ(N) C 2 B -equidistributed. Choosing C = max(1, C 2 ), the result follows for every E > C by setting B = E/C. Indeed, when E = CB C 2 B, then the above conclusion that (g(n)Γ) n N fails to be totally δ(N) C 2 B -equidistributed contradicts the assumption that this sequence is totally δ(N) Eequidistributed.
Our next aim is to extend the above lemma in a way that allows us to replace the homogeneous polynomial P by an inhomogeneous polynomial of the form
where W = W (T ) is given by (1.4), where q ∈ N, where y ∈ Z t is such that 0 y i < W q for 1 i t, and where A ′ is such that P (y) ≡ A ′ (mod W q) and |A ′ | < W q. -rational Mal'cev basis X adapted to some filtration G • of degree ℓ. Let g ∈ poly(Z, G • ) be a polynomial sequence, and let P ∈ Z[X 1 , . . . , X t ] be a homogeneous polynomial of degree t with bounded coefficients. Suppose S : N → N satisfies S(x) ≪ ε x ε for all ε > 0. Then there is a constant 1 C ≪ m,ℓ,t 1 such that the following holds. Let E > C and suppose that for every w(T )-smooth integerq S(T ) the sequence (g(qn)Γ) n N/q is totally δ (N) E -equidistributed. Further, let q > 0 be a w(T )-smooth integer that satisfies the bound (W q) tℓ 2 S(T ) where W = W (T ). Then, provided N is sufficiently large,
is a totally δ(N)
E/C -equidistributed sequence for every choice of y ∈ Z t such that 0 y i < W q for 1 i t and A ′ ∈ Z such that P (y) ≡ A ′ (mod W q) and |A ′ | < W q.
Proof. Let us writeg
Similarly as in the previous proof, there is a refinement G 
(1 j ℓ) and note that for each j at least one of the coefficients γ (j) i 1 ,...,it is non-zero. Furthermore, suppose
where β j = 0 for at least one value j > 0.
We proceed by analysing the coefficients of the polynomial map x → η • g(
). To begin with, observe that
for some polynomial P ′ of degree t − 1 with coefficients of order O((W q) t−1 ). Inserting this information into the above expression for η • g, we obtain
where |c
or, in other words,
holds uniformly for all admissible tuples (i 1 , . . . , i t ). Since W (T )q ≪ ε N ε and δ −1 (x) ≪ ε x ε , we in fact have the following 'graded' bounds in terms of the value j = (i 1 + · · · + i t )/t:
Let γ be, as before, the least common multiple of non-zero coefficients γ (j) i 1 ,...,it . We aim to deduce from (4.2) and (4.3) bounds with a graded decay for the terms β j q j , 1 j ℓ, too, where the q j are small integers compared to S(T ) and w(T )-smooth; in fact, they will take the form q j := (W q) (t−1)(ℓ+(ℓ−1)+···+j) γ 1+ℓ−j .
Note that
whenever i 1 + · · · + i t = tℓ. By (4.2), this immediately yields
More generally, we have
when i 1 + · · · + i t = tj. Multiplying through by q j+1 , this identity allows us to employ a downwards-inductive argument, taking advantage of the graded decay bounds that can be assumed inductively for β k q k with k > j. Indeed, by applying (4.2) to α i 1 ,...,it and the induction hypotheses to β k q k for k > j, we deduce that
It follows that sup
If N is sufficiently large, then Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.3 imply that there is C 1 ≍ ℓ,m,t 1 such that g(q ℓ n) n N/q ℓ fails to be totally δ(N) C 1 B -equidistributed. Setting C = max(C 1 , 1), the result follows for every E > C by choosing B = E/C. Indeed, if E = BC > BC 1 and if g satisfies all hypotheses from the statement, then, in particular, g(q ℓ n) n N/q ℓ is totally δ(N) E -equidistributed. This is a contradiction and shows that
The following lemma will be used to carry out an inclusion-exclusion argument that allows us to reduce estimates involving R * S to estimates involving R. -rational Mal'cev basis X that is adapted to some filtration G • of degree ℓ. Further, let g ∈ poly(Z t , G • ) be a polynomial sequence. Given any integer d 1, let x d ∈ {0, . . . , d
2 } t be a fixed vector. Then there are constants C 0 > 2t and E 0 > 1, both of order O m,ℓ,t (1), such that, provided N ≫ m,ℓ,t 1 is sufficiently large, the following holds for every E > E 0 :
) of the sequences
Proof. Let W = W (T ) and note that
.
Let us abbreviate
Let B > 1 and suppose B = E/E 0 , with E 0 to be defined at the end of the proof. Suppose further that there is some K,
of the integers d ∈ [K, 2K) with gcd(d, W (T )) = 1 are exceptional. In each of these cases, Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.3 imply that there is a non-trivial horizontal character
By the pigeonhole principle, we find some η such that η d = η for at least
the bound (4.4) translates to
Note that every coefficient α
..,it can be expressed in terms of coefficients β j 1 ,...,jt as follows:
with i = (i 1 , . . . , i t ), j = (j 1 , . . . , j t ) and integral coefficients c i,j of order O(d 2(i 1 +···+it) ). Similarly as in the previous proof, these identities allow us to deduce downward-inductively information on the coefficients β j 1 ,...,jt from (4.5):
If i 1 + · · · + i t = ℓ, then we immediately have
In general, we obtain
Thus, 
, we deduce from the strong recurrence lemma recorded in [5, Lemma 3.4] that for each β i 1 ,...,it there is a non-zero integer
Let q be the least common multiple of all the q i 1 ,...,it . Then qη is a non-trivial horizontal character of modulus |qη| ≪ δ(N) −O m,ℓ,t (B) with the property that
Recall that B = E/E 0 . Choosing E 0 sufficiently large with respect to m, ℓ and t, we deduce from Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 that (g(n)Γ) n∈[N 1/t ] t fails to be totally δ(N) Eequidistributed, which is a contradiction.
The final lemma of this section states the following. Given a multiparameter sequence, then we obtain a natural collection of one-parameter sequences by fixing all but one of the parameters. The lemma shows that if the multiparameter sequence is equidistributed then so are almost all of the one-parameter sequences from this collection. -rational Mal'cev basis adapted to some filtration G • of degree ℓ. Suppose that g ∈ poly(Z t , G • ). Any fixed choice of integers a 1 , . . . , a t−1 gives rise to an element g a 1 ,...,a t−1 of poly(Z, G • ) by setting g a 1 ,...,a t−1 (n) = g(a 1 . . . , a t−1 , n). Then there is a constant 1 C ≪ m,t,ℓ 1 such that the following holds for all E > C, provided N is sufficiently large.
If
Proof. Let B > 1 denote the ratio B = E/C, with C to be determined at the end of the proof. Suppose there are which (g a 1 ,. ..,a t−1 (n)Γ) n N 1/t fails to be totally δ (N) B -equidistributed. Applying Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.3, we find non-trivial horizontal characters η a 1 ,...,a t−1 of modulus ≪ δ(N)
−O m,t,ℓ (B) such that
By the pigeonhole principle there is some character η such that η = η a 1 ,...,a t−1 for at least ≫ δ(N) O m,ℓ,t (B) N (t−1)/t of the exceptional tuples (a 1 , . . . , a t−1 ). We continue to only consider this subset of exceptional (t − 1)-tuples.
Suppose
and for any of the exceptional tuples from above, (4.6) translates to
Each of the coefficients of η • g a 1 ,...,a t−1 (n) can be regarded as a polynomial in t − 1 variables that is evaluated at the point (a 1 , . . . , a t−1 ). These polynomials take the form
The bounds (4.7) show that to each of these polynomials [6, Proposition 2.2] applies with
and hence
Since δ(x) −1 ≪ ε x ε and hence Q j γ i 1 ,...,i t−1 ,j = o(1), we can introduce a factor Q 1 . . . Q ℓ /Q j into the latter expression and deduce that
provided N is sufficiently large. For B = E/C with C > 1 sufficiently large depending only on m, t and ℓ, the latter bound implies in view of Theorem 4.3 that (g(n)Γ) n∈[N 1/t ] t fails to be δ(N) E -equidistributed. This contradicts our assumptions and completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.4
The general strategy for proving results like Theorem 1.4 is to deduce them from the special case in which the nilsequence involved is equidistributed. This strategy was introduced in [5, §2] . The transition from the equidistributed statement to the general one is achieved through an application of the factorisation theorem for nilsequences, c.f. [4, Theorem 1.19 ], or a consequence thereof. For technical reasons we require a factorisation result of the form given in [10, Proposition 16.4] . Combining this result with the major arc estimate provided by Lemma 3.2, Theorem 1.4 follows from the proposition below, which is an adaptation of [1, Proposition 6.4 ] to the square-free version of R. We refer to [5, §2] for details on the transition from the equidistributed statement to the general one.
Proposition 5.1. Let ǫ ∈ {±}, let T > 0 be an integer, and let W = W (T ). Let S be a finite set of primes, all bounded by w(T ), and let A be an integer such that A (mod W ) ∈ A (R * S , T ) and 0 ǫA < W . Suppose that δ :
ε for all ε > 0. Finally, suppose that for every w(T )-smooth numberq S(T ) the finite sequence (g(qm)Γ) 0<m T /q is totally δ(T ) E -equidistributed in G/Γ. 
Proof. We observe first of all that (2.1) implies that
provided N is sufficiently large, so that the last factor in the bound can be ignored. Our aim is to deduce this proposition from the proof of [1, Proposition 6.4] by using the decomposition R *
, valid for all m with m (mod W ) ∈ A (R * S , T ), together with Lemmas 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. Indeed, the decomposition yields 1
for quantities B d ≍ T . For fixed d, the inner sum will be estimated using the strategy from [1, Proposition 6.4] . Due to the additional restriction m ≡ 0 (mod d 2 ) that appears here, we need to work with subsequences of the nilsequence that mattered in [1, Proposition 6.4] . The results from Section 4 provide the necessary information on equidistribution properties of the new sequences as d varies. Since all these results require d to be sufficiently small, we begin by restricting the summation in d.
The estimate (3.7) allows us to remove large values of d from consideration. In particular, it shows that the summation can be truncated at d N 1/C 0 for any fixed C 0 > 2 at the expense of an error term of order O(
. In order to obtain a direct sum over F , we aim to move the appearance of the R function in (5.1) from the argument of the summation to the summation condition. For this purpose, let
so that #Y = ̺(W q, A + W b). Given y ∈ Y and d with gcd(d, W ) = 1, we further set
where X(1) = {x ∈ D + : 0 < ǫ N K (x) 1} is a compact set. As in [1] , we proceed with the analysis of the inner sum over x by fixing the first n − 1 coordinates of x. Since X(1) is compact, we have X(1) ⊂ (−α, α) n for some positive constant α = O(1) which allows us to restrict the ranges of the first n − 1 coordinates we consider: Letting π : R n → R n−1 denote the projection onto the coordinate plane {x n = 0}, it thus suffices to consider the set {x : π(x) = a}, where a runs over all points in
Assuming that T is sufficiently large, the latter set can, in fact, be replaced by
Returning to (5.2), we consider the argument of g. Since the coefficient of X n n in N K (X 1 , . . . , X n ) is non-zero, we obtain an integral polynomial of degree n and leading
n−1 when fixing all but the nth variable in
If π(x) = a, we let P a;y;d (x) denote this polynomial. Our next step is to show that most of the sequences g(P a;y;d (x)Γ) |x|≪B 1/n d /W qd 2 are equidistributed. The assumptions on g and Lemma 4.6 imply that the sequence
Applying Lemma 4.7 to this sequence, we thus deduce that there is 1 C ′′ ≪ m G ,ℓ,n 1 such that the sequence is totally δ(T ) E/C ′′′ -equidistributed for all but o(δ(T ) O m G ,ℓ,n (E/C ′′′ ) ( T 1/n W qd 2 ) n−1 ) integer tuples (a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ) with 1 a 1 , . . . , a n−1 T 1/n /(W qd 2 ). Before we exploit these equidistribution properties, we aim to bound the contribution of exceptional values of d and a. Using the fact that F ∞ ≪ 1, the contribution of exceptional values for d to the main term of (5.2) may trivially be bounded by d and a 1 , . . . , a n−1 , we can finally proceed in exactly the same way as in the proof of [1, Proposition 6.4] . First of all, we recall from [1] how the lines {x ∈ R : π(x) = (a 1 , . . . , a n−1 )} intersect the domain X(1) ⊂ (−α, α) n : Let a ′ = (a ′ 1 , . . . , a ′ n−1 ), with |a ′ | < α, and consider the line ℓ a ′ : (−α, α) → R n given by ℓ a ′ (x) = (a ′ , x). For ε 0, let ∂ ε X(1) ⊂ R n denote the set of points at distance at most ε to the boundary of the closure of X(1). We note that the set {x ∈ (−α, α) : ℓ a ′ (x) ∈ X(1) \ ∂ 0 X(1)} is the union of disjoint open intervals. By removing all intervals of length at most ε, we obtain a collection of at most 2αε −1 ≪ ε −1 open intervals I 1 (a ′ ), . . . , I k(a ′ ) (a ′ ) ∈ (−α, α) such that any x ∈ (−α, α) satisfies the implication ℓ a ′ (x) ∈ X(1) \ ∂ ε X(1) =⇒ x ∈ I j (a ′ ) for some j ∈ {1, . . . , k(a ′ )}.
We will choose a suitable value of ε at the end of the proof.
Observe that any interval (z 0 , z 1 ) ⊂ (−α, α) can be expressed as a difference of intervals in (−α, α) that have length at least 2α/3. Indeed, z 0 and z 1 partition (−α, α) into three 
where we applied (3.5) and (3.9). Choosing ε = δ(T ) E/2C ′′′ and E 0 = C ′′′ completes the proof.
